Please note that the text is not fully visible in the image provided. However, based on the visible text, it appears to be a newsletter discussing various events and programs organized by Maricopa County Cooperative Extension and the Yuma office. The newsletter mentions field trial demonstrations for various crops, a cotton production meeting, and agricultural research programs. There is also a mention of an online dairy show opportunity for Arizona youth, which was canceled due to the cancellation of the 2020 Maricopa County Fair and Arizona State Fair.

The newsletter also includes information about a practice testing tool created by the PSEP coordinator to help with pesticide safety education. This tool is designed to help users prepare for the national pesticide safety testing program.

Additionally, there is a section about March being National Nutrition Month, with a focus on learning skills to create tasty meals and learning about reading nutrition facts panels. The newsletter also briefly mentions the Ask a Master Gardener program, which provides horticulture advice and resources to the community.